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Amy –

 

Our client is looking forward to approval on the 6th.  The attached plan is the detail of what Mike, Matt and I discussed in
the field Monday.  Mike and Matt had the opportunity to review and though there may be slight changes, agree in concept
with the attached at the discretion of the board.  I also attach the options for HDCP spaces as discussed during the public
hearing – there are 8 total required for between 301 and 400 spaces.  We can provide, any or all of the HDCP total
spaces.  I would amend the waiver on parking to add 2 to the waiver to allow us to move these around as necessary. 
Though they comply with the AAB it is certainly a concern of the Board that we provide more than required and at varied
locations and adding two total spaces to our waiver request would give us the latitude. To note – it is just as likely we
leave the spaces as we currently show them on the site plan.

 

Additionally I know Mike ahs some anecdotal information on the sidewalk along Fisher which was brought up during the
last hearing.  The entire sidewalk meets HDCP code, there is however one pole which is just meeting minimum
clearance.  Though this area will be made better with the removal of the fence line and the planting of intentional shrubs
and grasses instead of weeds the applicant agrees to the following:

 

Replace any panels which utilities disturb

Replace any panels which are heaving or in disrepair along Fisher (I don’t believe there are any)

Increase the passing pathway around utility poles to a min 42” width.  This will be accomplished all the way around the
pole and will allow for smooth transition and not require abrupt turning.

 

All of these would be in conjunction with the DPW at the time of construction.

 

Dan
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